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22, 1986

United States Nuclear
Regulatory Co(mission

Attn.: The Conm)ission
D.F. Kirsch (Region V)

Washington, D.C. 20555

(Docket Nos. 50-528
and 50-529)

Dear C(mnissionersI

The pose of this letter i.s to address two related concerns
affecting the issuance of a, full-power o'perating license for
the Palo Verde Un'i.t 2 facility. The. first set of concerns
deals. directly with the proposed licensing. The second
addresses certain changes in and .co(ments on the 1985 SALP

Report for Palo Verde Nuclear Generatin'g Station; and a copy
of this letter, accordingly, is being mailed to Mr. Kirsch.

On January 17, 1986, the Coalition for Responsible Energy
Education ("CREEII or the "Coalition") filed a 2.206 petition
with the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, alleging
management incompetence and poor character of Arizona Nuclear
Power Project/Arizona Public Service sufficient (in our view)
to raise serious questions about the capability of that
licensee to. safely simultaneously'perate Palo Verde Units 1 and
2 at this time.. The relief requested was the temporary suspension
of the Unit 2 low-,power operating license, deferral of any action
on the Unit 2 full-power license, and the implementation of
special inspection activity designed to improve overall
management performance. Said petition was supplemented on
January 21; On February 1, CREE filed a special emergency
petition to the ConInission to consider these management competence
concerns prior to acting on the full-power license for Unit 2.

After certain delays, the issuance of a'ull-power operating
license for 'Palo Verde Unit 2 is now before the Comnission.
'Accordingly, CREE implores you to consider at this time whether
deferral of s'uch licensing is in order, at least pending a
Director's Decision on these various petitions. (On February
18, Mr. Denton acknowledged the CREE petitions, expressed his
reasons for believing inInediate action was not required, and
pledged subsequent action.) CREE realizes that the issues raised
in its petition are manifold and complex, and we have no wish .to
rush a deliberate consideration of all the points raised therein.
Neither, however, do we wish to see a licensing decision rushed
through unnecessarily, even on an interim basis, when these and
other. significant issues (i.e., the seismic qualificati.'on of
certain'tructures at all three Palo Verde facilities) remain
undecided. Candidly, such last minute reprieves do not create the
impression that this Com)ission puts the public safety first.
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We also recognize that the NRC has imposed certain limitations on the simulataneous
operation of the two operable Palo Verde units in the same mode. For the reasons
stated in our petition, we are unconvinced that this precaution - although it
reflects scmewhat our own concerns - adequately addresses the concerns we have
raised. At the vary least, it would enhance public confidence in any licensing
decision if these existing limitations were explicitly reviewed prior to licensing
and strengthened where necessary.

The special nature of those concerns should be considered more carefully than has
thus far occurred. In a preceding paragraph, the word "overall" has been emphasized

1'b . ' ' ~
dm,'he

management errors cited in its petitions gives rise to more concern'about the
management competence and character of the licensee than the individual incidents
might merit if taken separately. Any~analysis of ANPP/APS performance that fails
to account for the cumulative nature of. these problems misses the essence of our
concern.

It is in this light that we are disturbed by the observation, in Mr. Denton's
February 18 response, that many of these issues we raise are based upon SALP findings
which have led to NRC orders to correct deficiencies and improve overall performance
in some areas. All of that is true, and we are grateful to the NRC for the actionit has taken; but that response appears to ignore a major concern raised in our
petition, to wit: That the SALP methodology is incapable of capturing patterns of
management error that cross the functional categories established in SALP and that
continue to do so over time. Our concern is not so much with specific behaviors,
or even with plant manangement behavior within a given SALP functional category,. as
with observable recurring behavior tterns; and we frankly do not believe NRC

assessments to date have adequately a dressed this concern.

While these concerns can and should affect Gxmission action on the full-power
license, they also affect the adequacy of the SALP report as a diagnostic tool.
Accordingly, we are providiny a copy of this correspondence, as noted, to Mr.
Kirsch, as constituting CREE s ccoments on that Report. Therefore, we wish to
call the following to Mr. Kirsch's attention, as well as to the attention of the
Conxnission.

On February 21, 1986, ANPP Executive Vice President and Project Director E. E.
Van Brmt, Jr., addre~ssed a correspondence regarding S~~ to Region V Administrator
J. B. Martin, recomnending an editorial change in the SALP Report on Palo Verde
for 1985. Additionally, in his cover letter, Mr. Van Brunt addressed a few specific
areas in which he believed management had identified problem areas prior to SALP and
taken effective corrective action. One of these areas was LER performance, where
ANPP claims to have addressed SALP concerns via establishment of a new manager
position in October, 1985. On April 11, 1986, Mr. D. F. Kirsch, Director, Division
of Reactor Safety and Projects, Walnut Creek, addressed a letter to Mr. Van Brunt
noting the same editorial changes. In his letter, Mr. Kirsch states that no written
comnents have been received frcm ANPP. Both this apparent discrepancy and the
editorial change itself, while not reviewed specifically by the Coalition, appear to
us to be of minimal significance. However, the comnents by Mr. Van Brunt on ANPP
LER performance are another matter.

On March 18, 1986, a Region V Inspection Report of Units 2 and 3 at Palo Verde
(Nos. 50-529/86-07; 50-530/86-06) included a Notice of Violation (Severity Level V)
for a January 17, 1986, LER (g85-005-00) which violated 10 CPR 50.73. The timing
of this violation (between October, 1985 and February, 1986) undermines the
assertions contained in Mr. Van Brunt's letter; and to the extent the editorial

( continued )
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changes in the SALP Report could be affected by continued LER underperformance,
those changes should be r'econsidered.

'Ihe fact that the nature of the violation is repetitive of concerns about LER
performance very thoroughly documented in SALP and various Inspection Reports
and, moreover, follows ANPP assurances. of adequate corrective action, is further
evidence for the concerns about management competence and/or character expressed
in CREE's petitions.

The impression is carmon among local observers of ANPP performance that the
rearrangement of management flow charts far too often is substituted for genuine
management improvements. This violation is a case in point, and we urge the
NRC to demand more of ANPP corrective actions in the future. We similarly urge
this Carmission to act favorably on CREE's petitions requesting concretely
demonstrated improvements in management performance prior to issuance of a Palo
Verde Unit 2 full-power license.

Sincerely,

HYRGN SCOIT
Intervention Coordinator
for the Coalition

cc: D. F. Kirsch
Harold R. Denton
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,Coalition for Responsib]g
Energy Education

315 Nest Riviera 'Drive
Tempe, Arizona 85282
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